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“Are we alone?” 

Painting “Are we alone?” is about fear of unknown and two different mindsets, that most people have, 
when they think about their own life purpose and even death. In this unpredictable and stressful time, 
when there is dangerous virus and on top of that constant fear of war and violence, mixed with fear of 
being poor, when prizes of everything rises, makes me curious about contemporary person’s believe 
system and their view on human life itself. 

My painting shows apocalyptic and empty landscape, where two young woman, knowing that possibly 
death is near, represent these two different mindsets. Standing woman, who looks still and emotionless, 
represents strong believe system in God or higher power, she thinks, that she understands rules of good 
lived life and her so called mission, and that after death the life definitely continuous, soul lives forever. 
Other woman, who is on her knees and looks very frighten, represents mindset, that people only life once 
and there is not some higher power, so people do not need to have traditions or strict rules of how to live, 
they just need to live in moment and enjoy, because after death, there is pure emptiness. 

I was also inspired by Kurt Vonnegut’s book “Cats Cradle”, that is an apocalyptic tale of this planet's 
ultimate fate. It made me think, that too survive hard times, it is much easier, to believe in higher power, 
otherwise existential loneliness and maybe even insanity is unescapable. 
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Creative biography 

Agnese Broka is Riga based artist, who was born in Jēkabpils, Latvia. She is fourth year student of 
Painting in Art academy of Latvia, and plans to continue her studies in masters of Painting. 

Agnese is figurative painter, who works with oil colors and is interested in fragility of human mind. She 
mostly paints nude figures in emotionally vulnerable state. She fuses realism with metaphysical painting, 
in result creating mystical atmosphere. Her chosen subjects are mostly young woman, who seems deeply 
conflicted with themselves and almost looks frozen in time. Agnese finds inspiration from her own inner 
conflicts and life experiences and she hopes, that her audience can also see themselves in her subjects. 

As greatest accomplishment of Agnese has been getting a Rotary Arts Associations Scholarship in 
Sweden and making her first solo painting exhibition, that took place in Saab Art Gallery, that is in 
Linkoping. Agnese has also taken part in group exhibitions in Latvia. 


